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To imitate is very important in Chinese Painting. By imitating, we can know 
the features which give the priority to lines of the Chinese painting, comprehend 
how traditional drawers draw by lines, and the connection of images in the 
painting, and know the rules of any kinds of the lines which have been 
summarized by the Chinese drawers in the history. At the same time, we can 
understand how the drawers express their sensibility and ideal by drawings ,as 
well as the rhythm and verve of paintings. At present, however, many learners 
just know the idea skills of the drawings and what the drawers drew, and they 
stop learning. They do not learn and know the features and rules of Chinese 
paintings by imitating, which lead our paintings to become apparent. So, not only 
the basic skills of Chinese paintings, but also the features and the rules are must 
learned by imitating. We must realize that, Only in this way, can we innovate and 
indite more drawings which are more charming. 
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图二  永乐宫壁画  （局部）                      图三  永乐宫壁画  （局部） 
                       









图四 唐 张萱《虢国夫人游春图》（局部）     图五 金 张瑀《文姬归汉图》（局部） 
         

































































































图九   齐白石 《莲蓬蜻蜓》                  图十 本人对《莲蓬蜻蜓》的分析 
                  
图片来源：《齐白石》中国人民大学出版社  
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